LAKEHILL PREPARATORY SCHOOL DRESS CODE

The Lakehill Preparatory School Dress Code allows students to wear their choice of comfortable clothing while encouraging them to learn how to dress for future endeavors in the professional world. A student in violation of the Dress Code will be expected to change. If necessary, a parent will be called to bring replacement clothing for a student in violation of the dress code.

Lakehill wants to ensure that all students are treated equitably regardless of gender/gender identification, sexual orientation, race, ethnicity, body type/size, religion, and personal style. Additionally, we strive to maintain a safe learning environment in classes where protective or supportive clothing is needed, such as in chemistry/biology (eye or body protection), PE/sports (athletic attire/shoes), or at the ESC (long pants and closed-toe shoes).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ARTICLE</th>
<th>SPECIFICS</th>
<th>COMMENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Tops    | T-shirts, sweatshirts  
  • Lakehill  
  • College-themed  
  • Solid colored (not white)  
  • Striped or patterned  
  Tank tops with straps covering 3 inch of shoulder  
  Collared and/or button down shirts  
  Blouses, Sweaters | All tops should hit one’s natural waist.  
  No writing or pictures of any kind are allowed.  
  Hoods are not to be worn in the building.  
  No visible undergarments.  
  Shirt hemlines, worn with fitted-pants, should be mid-thigh in length or longer.  
  Small (2-inch) logos are allowed. | |
| Bottoms | Pants, capris, shorts  
  • Cotton, polyester, rayon or blend  
  • denim (not blue)  
  Skirts | All pants should be worn at one’s natural waist.  
  No visible undergarments.  
  Fitted pants require shirt hemlines that are mid-thigh in length or longer.  
  No rips, tears, or see through cut-outs. No camouflage or athletic-style material. No athletic pants or shorts. Cargo pockets are acceptable.  
  All hemlines should be mid-thigh or longer.  
  Blue jeans may be worn on Spirit Day Fridays with a Lakehill t-shirt.  
  All top and bottom standards apply to dresses. | |
| Shoes   | Shoes must be worn at all times. | No house slippers, flip flops, or backless sandals. |
| Accessories | Accessories should be simple and few in number. | Only ear piercings are acceptable. Boys may not wear earrings.  
  No hats, sunglasses, or spiked accessories.  
  No visible tattoos or body art. | |
| Hair    | Hair should be clean, well-groomed and of a natural color. | No shaved scalps, cutout designs, or spikes.  
  Boys’ hair may not be below a dress-shirt collar. Hair must not cover eyes.  
  No facial hair. | |
| Hygiene | Proper hygiene is expected. | Clothes should be neat and clean. |